
Project Management held the deeper roots since the 1960s when it started getting recognition in the 

United States. It revolved around the areas of US aerospace, defense and construction organizations in 

the start. It then took the form of a full-fledged non-profit organization in 1969. It was founded at the 

Georgia Institute of Technology by its founders. Five of its founders were Ned Engman, J Gordon Davis, 

Eric Jennet, Susan Gallagher and James Snyder. As of now, the Project Management Institute is serving 

2.9 million practitioners around the globe. The objective of the Project Management Institute was to 

thrive for professional excellence in the area of Project Management. The idea was to provide the 

practitioners with a platform where they could learn and get the skill sets that are required of them in 

the respective field. The channels used were discussion forums and meetings where professionals 

answered queries and questions. The problems were discussed, and the solutions were founded. 

Theories were exchanged, and practical applications in Project Management were discussed. The 

organizational and educational researches were being conducted and brought to the PMI platform for 

better exposure. New terminologies were introduced to bring seller and buyer communications to the 

advanced and relatable level. Since then, PMI’s objective is being enhanced by serving the best 

strategies and learning programs to create professional excellence in Project Management.  

What is the Project Management Institute? 
The Project Management Institute serves the striving practitioners of Project Management with all the 

resources, tools and training programs. Project Management Institute highlights the standards that are 

essential for an organization to get favorable outcomes. PMI provides a networking platform where 

ideas get exposure and practical implementation. Throughout the globe, the Project Management 

practitioners join hands to share their knowledge of communication, strategies, exposure, 

advancements, and risks. The online community forums, the journals, and the seminars serve the people 

right with extensive knowledge of strategies, tools, and resources to get equipped with exceptional skill-

sets. It provides the proper channels that empower you and make you eligible for the highest positions 

in the job market. Professional growth and development depend on the top-notch skills and ideas; PMI 

provides you with all sort of online courses, seminars, and webinars to update yourself at the 

convenience of your homes. Each coming day, you will learn to be better and increase your 

organizational worth to give your career a good boost.  

Organizations nowadays are looking for professionals with multi-purpose skill-sets. Having advanced 

knowledge in Project Management but zero in Business analysis/management is not going to do you any 

good. For that purpose, the PMI enhances the courses and teachings each day to provide you with 

additional skills to increase your value. It produces professionals that have added competencies to 

survive and stand out in the competitive job market. The PMI official website provides a vast and 

versatile range of featured topics that are readily available for everyone. The Featured topics enlighten 

the crucial subjects of Business Strategy, Risk Management, Cost Effectiveness, Cost Management, 

Sustainability, Scope Management, Change Management, Methodology, Quality Management, 

Resources Management, Portfolio Management and so much more. All of these topics are featured by 

professionals equipped with sheer excellence and talent. Project Management is a title that covers every 

aspect of the business. It tells you to push a growing idea and make it survive in the market. Along with 

that, it makes sure you know how to sustain in the market and how to manage your competition and 

reach a higher end each time.  



Not only online, but you also get in-person training that broadens your horizon and hits you with new 

ideas and strategies. The more you know, the more you increase your value. The objective of the Project 

Management Institute revolves around you, making you skilled, making you better and competitive. You 

fill your knowledge cup after each session, and it increases the abundance of worth and value in your 

organizational position. Learn the ideas and thoughts of the high-end industry professional and grab 

essential elements that leave an abundant impact on our professional growth and career. PMI gives you 

a platform where you learn to prepare for job interviews, strengthen your skills and implement them in 

the market. From training you to developing skills in you, Project Management Institute takes it upon 

itself to give you a flourishing and successful professional career in Project Management.  

Project Management Institute Membership 
The Project Management Institute has a community of over 500,000 people who are connected to each 

other. The striving community grows bigger and bigger each day. It offers excellent value-added services 

to its members. You can meet new people, connect with them and share ideas. It’s all about broadening 

your horizons and perspectives to make you able to see the long term goals with a creative eye. With 

access to all the raw publications and discussions, you would be able to learn more than any other 

professional. The availability and durability of the knowledge serve you at your convenience anytime 

and anywhere. The strategies and plans you learn will help you in taking your organization to 

competitive levels. The more you engage in the member’s community, it deepens your skills with each 

dive. The constant hunger for knowledge that resides deep down in you can be quenched with what the 

membership plan of the Project Management Institute is offering. There are exclusive tools and 

resources that members can utilize such as portfolios, proposals, and forms. Such tools are created by 

the industry experts to enhance your development skills and make an impression in your organization. It 

saves your time as well as money. Getting professional templates and journals free of cost help you in 

saving time and energy to invest in other crucial matters. 

The member of the Project Management Institute gets immeasurable benefits. The knowledge pool 

provides you with the fundamentals of Project Management essential for every industry growth and 

sustainability. PMI has published its Sixth Edition of the Project Management Body of Pool that the 

members get free of cost. Once you download the PMBOK and get access to its valuable content, you 

would get to know the more profound insights of the market you are working it. It facilitates you in the 

extensive knowledge of strategies and tools that promote your growth in a business organization. The 

book offers translations in different languages used commonly around the globe.  

Members of the Project Management Institute receives a profitable edge when it comes to saving 

money and getting certified as well. PMI offers numerous certifications that accredit you with worthy 

skills proven to be beneficial for you and your organization. So it creates the win-win situation at both 

ends. Members get access to online seminars and exclusive virtual events that result in extensive 

knowledge and enhancement. Communication skills are what we call a collateral benefit in the whole 

process of membership. You attain exceptional communication skills and strategies that are fruitful in all 

areas of work. In a vast world of change and commotion in business, Project Management and Strategy 

management are what is required of a Project Management practitioner. Project Management Institute 

serves as a bridge between the strategies and implementations in the competitive market. Become a 

member to achieve all the benefits and skill-sets. 


